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Abstract
A theoretical investigation has been made of propagation of low frequency
electrostatic modes in a cold magnetized gravitating dusty plasma, which
consists of extremely massive, negatively charged, cold dust grains, non-
thermally distributed ions, and Boltzmann distributed electrons, where the
gravitational force is comparable to or greater than the electrostatic or
electromagnetic force. It is found that the e†ects of gravitational force and
free electrons make these electrostatic modes unstable, whereas the e†ects
of magnetic Ðeld and nonthermal ions play a stabilizing role and counter
the gravitational condensation of the dust grains. The relevancy of this
result to some astrophysical situations is brieÑy discussed.

Nowadays, attention has been focused on di†erent types of
electrostatic modes in dusty plasmas (plasmas in presence of
massive charged dust grains) from the point of view of their
versatile applications to laboratory, space, and astrophysical
plasma environments, such as asteroid zones, planetary
rings, cometary tails, interstellar medium, earthÏs environ-
ment, etc. It has been found both theoretically and experi-
mentally that the presence of static charged dust grains
modiÐes the existing plasma wave spectra, whereas the dust
charge dynamics introduces new eigenmodes [1, 2]. The low
frequency dust-acoustic mode [1, 2], where the dust particle
mass provides the inertia and the pressures of inertialess
ions and electrons provide the restoring force, is one of
them. Recently, motivated by these theoretical [1] and
experimental [2] studies, we [3, 4] have reported some fea-
tures of dust-acoustic waves in a two-component dusty
plasma consisting of a negatively charged cold dust Ñuid
and Maxwellian [3] and non-Maxwellian [4] distributed
ions. These theoretical investigations, where the gravita-
tional force is neglected, are only valid in that plasma
regime in which the electrostatic or electromagetic force is
much more greater than the gravitational force. We, in the
present work, have switched our attention to that space or
astrophysical plasma regime in which the gravitational force
is comparable to or greater than the electrostatic or electro-
magnetic force [5È9] and have studied the low frequency
electrostatic modes in a magnetized gravitating dusty
plasma where the gravitational force cannot be neglected.

We consider a three-component dusty plasma, which con-
sists of extremely massive, negatively charged inertial dust
grains, nonthermally distributed ions, and Boltzmann dis-
tributed electrons, in the presence of an external static mag-

netic Ðeld z is a unit vector along the z-direction).(B0pz,
Thus, at equilibrium we have

ni0\ Zd nd0 ] ne0 , (1)

where and are the unperturbed ion, dust, andni0 , nd0 , ne0
electron number densities, respectively, and is theZd
number of electrons residing on the dust grain. The
dynamics of these negatively charged dust grains is govern-
ed by [4, 10, 11]

LNd
Lt

] + Æ (Nd Ud) \ 0, (2)

LUd
Lt

] (Ud Æ +)Ud \ +U[ ucd(Ud ] z) [ +W, (3)

+2U\ Nd] k0 epU [ k1(1] bU] bU2)e~U, (4)

+2W \ dNd , (5)

where is the dust particle number density normalized toNd
is the dust Ñuid velocity normalized to the dust-nd0 ; Ud

acoustic speed with being the ion tem-Cd \ (Zd Ti/md)1@2 Ti
perature (in energy units) and being the mass ofmd
negatively charged dust particles ; U is the electrostatic wave
potential normalized to with e being the magnitude ofTi/e
the electron charge ; W is the gravitational potential normal-
ized to with being the electron tem-Zd Ti/md ; p \Ti/Te Te
perature (in energy units) ; andk0\ k/(1[ k) k1\ 1/(1[ k)
with b \ 4a/(1 ] 3a) with a being a parameterk \ ne0/ni0 ;
determining the number of nonthermal ions [4, 11, 12]
present in our gravitating dusty plasma model ; d \

with G being the universal gravitational con-G(md/Zd e)2
stant. The time and space variables are in the units of the
dust plasma period and theupd~1\ (md/4nnd0 Zd2 e2)1@2
Debye length respectively ;jDd \ (Ti/4nZd nd0 e2)1@2, ucd\

is the dust cyclotron frequency normal-(Zd eB0)/md c)/upd
ized to in which c is the speed of light in vacuum.upd

For justiÐcation of taking electron and ion density
response (the last two terms) in (4) it is important to note
that we conÐne ourselves to a study of extremely low fre-
quency electrostatic waves in a gravitating dusty plasma
where electron and ion inertia are negligible in comparison
with the dust grain mass and the electron and ion Larmor
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radii are small compared to the size of the waves so that the
electron and ion motions are assumed to be along the direc-
tion of the external magnetic Ðeld [13, 14].

We Ðrst express our dependent variables U, andNd , Ud ,
W in terms of their equilibrium and perturbed parts as

Nd \ 1 ] nd ,
Ud \ 0 ] ud ,
U\ 0 ] /,
W \ 0 ] t.

h (6)

Then, using these equations, we linearize our basic equa-
tions to a Ðrst order approximation and express them as

Lnd
Lt

] + Æ ud \ 0, (7)

Lud
Lt

\ +/[ ucd(ud] z)[ +t, (8)

+2/\ nd ] [pk0 ] k1(1[ b)]/, (9)

+2t\ dnd . (10)

Now, adding and the time derivative (L/Lt) ofucd[z] (8)]
(8), we can express the parallel and perpendicular com-
ponents of asud
LudA
Lt

\ +
A
(/[ t), (11)

OŒ udM \ +
M

AL/
Lt
B

] ucd(z] +
M
)(/[ t)[ +

M

ALt
Lt
B

, (12)

where and the subscript p (o) representsOŒ \ (L2/Lt2)] ucd2
the component of the quantity involved along
(perpendicular to) the magentic Ðeld B0 .

Then taking the time derivative (L/Lt) of (7) and operating
it by we, after using (11) and (12), can express (7) asOŒ ,

L2
Lt2 (OŒ nd)] MŒ (/[ t)\ 0, (13)

where Operating (1) by +2 andMŒ \ (L2/Lt2)+2 ]ucd2 +
A
2 .

using (10) we obtain

C L2
Lt2 (OŒ +2)[ dMŒ

D
nd ] MŒ (+2/)\ 0. (14)

Now, taking Fourier images of (9) and (14) we, after simpliÐ-
cation, arrive at the dispersion relation for the low fre-
quency electrostatic mode characterized by angular
frequency u (where u is normalized to and propaga-upd)
tion vector k (where k is normalized to jDd~1) :

[u2(u2[ucd2 )k2]d(u2k2[ucd2 k
A
2)][(1[b)k1 ] pk0]k2]

\ (u2k2[ ucd2 k
A
2)k2. (15)

This represents a dispersion relation for an obliquely propa-
gating electrostatic mode (u, k) in a gravitating magnetized
dusty plasma with fast ions and free electrons. We now con-
sider this low frequency mode in two special cases of inter-
est, namely (i) parallel propagation and (ii)(k

M
\ 0)

perpendicular propagation (k
A

\ 0).

(i) Parallel propagation (k
M

\ 0) :

The dispersion relation for the low frequency electrostatic
mode, which propagates along the magnetic Ðeld B0 (k

M
\

0), can be expressed from (15) as

u\
S k

A
2

(1[ b)k1] pk0] k
A
2 [ d . (16)

It is obvious that for parallel propagation the mode is inde-
pendent of the magnetic Ðeld and depending on the rela-B0
tive values of d and this modek

A
2/[(1[ b)k1] pk0] k

A
2],

will be stable or unstable. Therefore, the condition for the
mode to be unstable can be written as

d [
C k

A
2

(1[ b)k1] pk0] k
A
2
D

(17)

and under satisfying this condition, the growth rate c of this
unstable mode is given by

c\
S

d [ k
A
2

(1[ b)k1 ] pk0] k
A
2 . (18)

This means that the e†ects of gravitational force and free
electrons make the mode unstable, whereas the e†ect of fast
particles (nonthermal ions) plays a stabilizing role. It is seen
that as the number of fast particles (b) increases, the growth
rate c of the perturbation mode (c is normalized to upd)
decreases.

(ii) Perpendicular propagation (k
A

\ 0) :

The dispersion relation for the low frequency electrostatic
mode, which propagates perpendicular to the magnetic Ðeld

can be expressed from (15) asB0 (k
A

\ 0),

u\
SC

ucd2 ] k
M
2

(1[ b)k1] pk0] k
M
2
D

[ d . (19)

It is clear that this mode will be stable or unstable depend-
ing on the relative values of d and ucd2 ] k

M
2/[(1 [ b)k1

Therefore, the condition for the mode to be] pk0] k
M
2].

unstable can be written as

d [
C
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D
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and under satisfying this condition, the growth rate c of this
unstable mode is given by

c\
S

d [
C
ucd2 ] k

M
2

(1[ b)k1 ] pk0] k
M
2
D

. (21)

This implies that the e†ects of gravitational force and free
electrons also make this mode unstable, whereas the e†ects
of the magnetic Ðeld and the fast particles (b) also play(ucd)
a stabilizing role. It is seen that as the magnitude of the
magnetic Ðeld increases, the growth rate c of the pertur-
bation mode decreases.

The e†ects of gravitational force, magnetic Ðeld, and non-
thermal ions on low frequency electrostatic modes in a
gravitating magnetized dusty plasma with nonthermal ions
and Boltzmann distributed electrons have been investigated.
It has been found that the e†ects of magnetic Ðeld and non-
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thermal ions modify the condition for these electrostatic
modes to be unstable. It is observed that the e†ects of gravi-
tational force and free electrons make these electrostatic
modes unstable, whereas the e†ects of magnetic Ðeld and
nonthermal ions play a stabilizing role, i.e., try to make the
mode stable and counter the gravitational condensation of
the dust grains. It is seen that the growth rate c of the
unstable mode, the mode satisfying the condition (20),
decreases with the magnitude of the magnetic Ðeld and the
number of nonthermal ions, but increases with the ratio of
grain mass to grain charge and number of free(md/Zd e)
electrons.

It may be noticed here that in planetary rings, where
(with the presenceucd2 \ vAd2 /c2 > 1 vAd \B0/J4nnd0 md ),

of a magnetic Ðeld has a negligible e†ect on gravitational
condensation of the dust grains. On the other hand, in inter-
stellar media, where the e†ect of an exter-ucd2 \ vAd2 /c2^ 1,
nal magnetic Ðeld is of great importance.

It should be mentioned here that if we consider a Max-
wellian ion distribution instead of a nonthermal ion dis-
tribution, the e†ect of which has an important stabilizing
role, i.e. tries to make the mode stable and counter the
gravitational condensation of the dust grains, our result
completely agrees with the conclusion of recent published
work [14].

It may be stressed that the result of the present investiga-
tion should be useful not only for the consequence for the
gravitational condensation of the dust grains in planetary
systems and interstellar media, but also in understanding
the features of electrostatic disturbances in space plasmas

where extremely massive, negatively charged dust particles,
nonthermally distributed ions, and thermally distributed
electrons are the plasma species.
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